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I. INTRODUCTION 

To discuss the technical feasibility of polarized beams at the SSC, a small workshop 
on Siberian Snakes for the SSC was held on September 7-8, 1988, at the SSC Central 
Design Group. The participants were A. W. Chao, CDG; E. D. Courant and S. Y. Lee, 
BNL; K. Steffen, DESY; L. C. Teng, Fermilab; and K. Yokoya, KEK. Only the 20-TeV 
collider ring was discussed with the prospect that the polarized beam source, the linac, 
and the boosters have fewer technical problems. More specifically, the major issue 
of the miniworkshop was to give an answer to the questions (1) how many Siberian 
snakes are needed and (2) what alignment tolerances are required, given the snakes. 
No attempt was made to address the issues of whether polarized beams will benefit 
the SSC high energy physics program or what the cost will be. 

During the workshop the following four reports were presented and discussed: 
1. L. C .  Teng, summary of the workshop “Polarized Beam at SSC” at Michi- 

2. S. Y. Lee, study of snake resonances 
3. X. Steffen, strong spin matching 
4. K. Yokoya, study of multiple Siberian snakes. 

gan in 1985 and other works 

In the next section the essence of these reports will be summarized. The pro- 
ceedings of the Michigan workshop has been published already.’ For the other three, 
internal reports will be available ~ h o r t l y ~ - ~ .  The readers should refer to these papers 
for more detail. 

In section 3 some conclusions will be given, including the results of the discus- 
sion during the workshop as well as some later progress, especially discussions which 
occurred at the 8th International Spin Symposium held shortly after our miniwork- 
shop. Regarding possible misunderstandings in sections 2 and 3, the summarizer of 
the present report (K. Y.) is responsible. 

As for the two questions above we concluded that the required number of snake 
pairs is around 10 and the alignment tolerance is less than 100 microns. This tight 
tolerance is of great concern and has to be confirmed by other means such as computer 
simulation. 

One of our conclusions was that we should have a realistic lattice of the SSC which 
enables us to study it in more detail and to try computer simulations. Sample lattices 
were constructed by K. Steffen and are given in an appendix. 
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11. SUMMARY OF THE TALKS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Michigan Workshop Summary (L. C. Teng) 

In the Michigan workshop, the SSC boosters were discussed in addition to the 
collider ring. It was agreed that one pair of snakes is enough for the high energy 
booster (70 GeV to 1 TeV). For the low energy booster (1 GeV to 70 GeV), one pair is 
also enough, with partial snake operation at low energies to reduce the orbit excursion 
in the snakes. Because the SSC booster designs have been changed considerably since 
the Michigan workshop, these conclusions have to be revised, but no fundamental 
problems are expected in the boosters. 

L. C. Teng gave the summary of other Michigan sessions such as high energy spin 
physics and the polarimeters and also gave a brief presentation of the solenoid snake 
test facility in the IUCF electron cooler. 

The conclusions about the 20-TeV collider ring were the following: 
The maximum resonance strength le-/ was estimated by E. D. Courant, S. Y. Lee, 

and S. Tepikian (Ref. 1, page 174) for the SSC lattice at that time. The resonance 
strength of harmonic K is defined by 

where y is the energy in units of rest mass, G the coefficient of anomalous magnetic 
moment, R the average machine radius, 8 the generalized azimuth, z the vertical orbit 
displacement (due to the closed-orbit distortion or the betatron oscillation), and the 
prime denotes the derivative with respect to the orbit length R0. 

The estimated maximum strength of the intrinsic resonance was 

e-x - 8JE,/-  2OTeV 107rmm.mrad 

where E is the beam energy and E is the normalized emittance. This expression holds 
for the low-beta optic with /?* =1 m. The optic with p* =5.66 m gave a value smaller 
by about 30%. The value E - 8 is extremely large compared with those for existing 
machines. The standard technique of resonance crossing such as the tune jump cannot 
be applied. This is why we need multiple Siberian snakes for the SSC. 

For the imperfections, E ,  is linearly proportional to E and is larger than that 
of intrinsic resonance by one order of magnitude at 20 TeV if the misalignment of 
the quadrupole magnets is 0.1 mm (rms) and the roll angle of the dipole magnets 
is 1 mrad (rms). However, it was expected that a reasonable orbit correction would 
reduce the imperfection resonance strengths to the same order as the intrinsic. 
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About the relation between the resonance strength and the required number of 

(1) If the orbit has the superperiodicity M ,  the most important resonances occur 
K and only K-th harmonic of Z" is important at yG - K.  

(2) Then the spin tune u can be given by 

snake pairs M ,  R. Ruth presented the following argument (Ref. 1, page 62). 

at yG = integer x M f vy 

Especially, for IeKl/M << 1, Au is proportional to le612/M. 
(3) The beam will be depolarized if u =integer (Av = 1/2). 
(4) Thus, the required number of snake pairs is proportional to Iemax12. 
The number of snake pairs of course depends on the estimation of the resonance 

strengths but will be of the order of 100. 
J. Buon presented a result of a computer tracking (Ref. 1, page 164) using a simple 

lattice consisting of equally-spaced equal-strength thin-lens quads and bends. For the 
imperfection, equal-strength kicks by quads are used. Results for one pair of snakes 
were presented. The imperfection resonances did not cause serious depolarization 
except for l e K /  M 1. On the other hand, only resonances up to len) 2 0.18 to 0.25 
could be crossed safely for betatron resonances using the betatron tune v, = 0.3. Even 
more striking was that a rapid acceleration rate such as in the SSC design caused less 
depolarization than a slower one. He also suggested that the depolarization is more 
like leK1/M but not leK12/M. If this turned out to be true, M should be of the order 
of 10 for the SSC. 

S. Y. Lee and S. Tepikian' presented the study of isolated resonance crossing 
using spinor formalism and computer trackings. They found a series of higher-order 
resonances at 

u = M / m  f (21 + 1 ) ~  (m = integer, 1 = 0,1, ..m - 1) 

and concluded that M =3 to 6 is needed for the SSC, based on the estimation Iemaxl N 

8 for betatron oscillation, if the higher order resonances are carefully avoided. They 
also pointed out that it was better to have lower snake superperiodicity because the 
snake resonance width is proportional to the superperiodicity. 

(2) Study of Spin Resonances (S. Y. Lee) 

S. Y .  Lee reported a study of snake resonances, which he presented at the Michi- 
gan workshop, together with some later studies. Based on the spinor formalism, he 
developed a theory and computer tracking for the crossing of a single resonance. 
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Near the resonance of harmonic IC, the spinor equation of motion in an arc of a 
ring can be written as 

(2.5) ) @- 

-7G Ee-kn@ - --i( d\k 
d@ 2 €*eine YG 

Given the initial value +(e;) at the beginning of the arc, one can solve this equation 
to get \k at the end 

where S = K - yG, X = t / s2  + [el2 and 0’s are Pauli matrices and ER and E I  are the 
real and imaginary part of E .  The matrix elements can be written explicitly as 

with 

The transfer matrix for a snake with the rotation axis 9 (angle from the radial axis to 
the longitudinal, K. Steffen uses a = 2 9  instead of p) is exp i~(al cos cp + ~2 sin p)/2. 

These transfer matrices enables one to track spin motion for any combination of 
came to the following conclusions: snakes. By computer trackings S. Y. Lee 

(a) The snake resonances occur when 

Y = integer x ps - f (21 + l ) K ,  
m 

where P, is the snake superperiodicity, m is an odd integer and Z=O,l, ... m - 1. 
(b) When the number of snakes are large, it is better to have lower snake super- 

periodicity P,. 
(c) The imperfection resonances can be corrected by snakes more easily by an 

order of magnitude than the intrinsic resonances. 
He defined the critical resonance strength ec as the maximum resonance strength 

which does not cause significant depolarization for given IC, P, and Y.. He found 
(d) ec is a sensitive function of IC, P, and Y. Away from the first order snake 

resonance, eC depends linearly with the number of snake pairs M but falls mostly 
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line. (He uses the number of snakes N ,  = 2M instead of M .  Here we changed them 
for uniformity.) For the SSC, M = 6 to 12 may be needed. 

As an example, ec for K = 460.81 is plotted in Fig. 1. as a function of M .  Two 
different snake configurations are shown: P, = 1, u = 1/2 (filled circle) and P, = M ,  
u = 3/2 (open triangle). The point in the parenthesis should be excluded from 
consideration because it hits a low order resonance. 
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Fig. 1. Critical resonance strength ec. (S. Y. Lee) 
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He also developed a theory which explains the location of resonances. Noting that 
the off-diagonal element of one-turn matrix is proportional to b which is small for 
small E ,  he calculated the off-diagonal element of a-turn matrix up to order b. For 
example, if there is one pair of snakes whose axes are (01 and 92 ((01 - 92 = ~ / 2 ) ,  
then 

TI2(On) = ( -1)"2iabe-"('-""+'P2 + + - 1 ) Y I W  x 

From this we see that, if K & t/ is an integer, T I 2  keeps increasing for many turns, 
which explains the first order resonance at K = half integer. Similarly, one gets rn-th 
order resonances from b2m-1 term of T12. One also finds from Eq. (2.10) that, if K 

is an integer, TIz(6,) = 0 for n = even x P,, i.e., the linear term for imperfection 
resonances cancels every two turns. This is the reason of the conculsion (c) above. 

One more important result of Eq. (2.10) is that, since the polarization at time 6, 
is given by {s) = 1 - 2jT12(6,)12, its envelope function is 

((s)) = 1 - 8a2b2. (2.11) 
When the depolarization is small, this expression agrees well with computer tracking 
as shown in Fig. 2. In particular it shows the location of the nodes (s = 1) correctly. 

Next, S. Y. Lee presented a study of two overlapping resonances. He found that the 
interference effect is small if their distance is such that their node locations coincide 
with each other. 

I 

0 

-I 
450 460 470 

7 G  

Fig. 2. An example of polarization during acceleration and the envelope function. 
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(3) Strong Spin Matching (K. Steffen) 

K. Steffen gave a prescription, which he called strong spin matching, to make the 
ring spin transparent independent of energy. 

The spin matching is a procedure to decouple the spin motion from the orbit 
motion by making the “spin-orbit coupling integral” for one revolution vanish. The 
idea of the strong spin matching is to impose this condition over a small portion of 
the ring so that the spin is restored as frequently as possible. 

As an introduction, he considered planar rings at first. The spin-orbit coupling 
integral for the vertical betatron oscillation is 

(2.12) 

where $(s) is the unperturbed spin precession angle, $z(s)  and pz (s )  are the phase 
and amplitude function of betatron motion and k ( s )  is the strength of the quadrupole 
field. The integral is over a certain portion 0 of the ring. 

If 0 consists of n identical cells, the integral becomes 

(2.13) 

where 27wC and 27rvz, are the phase advances of the spin precession and betatron 
oscillation per cell. This expression states that if we choose v, and v,, so that 

v, f. v,, = j / n  j = 1,2,  ... n - 1, (2.14) 

the interal over the portion 0 vanishes. This condition depends on the beam energy 
because v, does. 

He claims that this also helps for horizontal motion if the horizontal and vertical 
phase advance per cell is nearly the same. 

This ideas was extended to rings with multiple Siberian snakes. If one section 0 

of the ring consists of m superperiods, each of which is made of one snake of angle 
91, followed by n cells, another snake of angle 9 2  and another n cells, the spin-orbit 
coupling integral is 

(2.15) 
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where vsnde = (pa - cpl)/n. Thus, the condition of strong spin matching is 

v s n ~ e  f 2nvzc = j / m  ( j  # multiple of M )  (2.16) 

which is independent of energy. 
He also proposed possible designs of snakes for the SSC, Fig. 3, which have minimal 

total length and are insensitive to the error of the magnet power supply. The length 
is about one half of the length of the dipole magnet which is about 16 m long. 

(4) Multiple Siberian Snakes (K. Yokoya) 

K. Yokoya presented a recent study of multiple Siberian snakes. He treated imper- 
fection and the betatron oscillation separately. He claimed that the multiple Siberian 
snakes work only for the uncorrected imperfection. If the orbit is not corrected, the 
closed-orbit distortion is dominated by one Fourier component close to the vertical 
betatron tune v,. When yG is close to this harmonics, the purturbation can accu- 
mulate. Multiple Siberian snakes can break the accumulation in such a case. If the 
orbit is corrected, however, multiple Siberian snakes do not help, because there is no 
correlation of the closed orbit between different snake periods. 

He employed a perturbation theory and got the expression of the spin tune shift 
Av to the second order perturbation 

h(8) = (1 + im) - e,, 

where e, is the unit vector along the horizontal axis and 1 and m are solutions of 
the unperturbed BMT equation which form an orthonormal basis together with the 
periodic solution n, and vo is the unperturbed spin tune. He assumed vo = 1/2. 

Assuming that the closed orbit has correlation only between kicks close to each 
other, he derived a formula of the rms spin tune shift (average of Av is zero if vo = 1/2) 

n = 2 (yG << 1) n = 1 (YG >> 1). 

8 
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- B=4,57T 
a = +  90' 

Fig. 3. Snakes for SSC. @Left/right-pointed snake with precession angles a! = f90'. 
@ Snake pair with a2 - a1 = 180' and singular insensitivity to current 
variations. 



Here, NQ and NB are the number of quadrupole and dipole magnets, q is the inverse 
focal length of quads, zdS,- and Xcod,- are the rms misalignment of quads and 
rms closed-orbit distortion after correction, and 6 ~ , -  is the rms roll angle of dipole 
magnets . 

Assuming that the beam will be depolarized if we have u = integer or Y f v, = 
integer, he suggested that Av,, must be less than about 0.05. Using the SSC pa- 
rameters NQ w 700 (arc only), q - 0.01/m and NB - 3800, he got tolerances for the 
misalignment and the residual closed-orbit distortion at 20 TeV: zmiS,- 5 80 microns, 
&d,- w 80 microns and 6 ~ , -  200 prad. (The last figure becomes 4QO p a d  if each 
dipole magnet should be treated as four independent pieces as for the roll error.)' 

Next K. Yokoya discussed the betatron oscillation. He considered a ring consisting 
of the first and second kind of snakes only having the orbit superperiodicity M which 
is equal to the number of snake pairs. First, using a perturbation theory, he claimed 
that the spin tune shift Au is zero for betatron oscillations. He then considered the 
resonance crossing at yG - integer x M f u, by computer simulations, because the 
perturbation theory cannot be applied to this problem. The method is basically the 
same as that of S. Y. Lee, but K. Yokoya argued that the tracking equations for the 
simple ring above exactly scale with respect to M so that the independent parameters 
are u,/M, IeI/M and AIM2 only. (A is the acceleration rate, i.e., increment of yG per 
turn.) Thus, simulations for M = 1 suffice. In Fig. 4 the polarization after crossing 
the resonance is plotted as a function of uZ/M for various values of le[/M. One finds 
that the beam is depolarized if le//&? = 1 for almost all values of u,. The region 
lel/M > 1 is even better but this does not help because we have many resonances 
with different strenghs. From this figure he concluded that if 

< 

(2.19) 

there will be only a little depolarization unless the betatron tune satisfies the higher 
order resonance condition 

1 
2 

(spin tune) = - = kM f (21 + 1)vZ7 (2.20) 

< IDuring the miniworkshop and the symposium at Minneapolis, a slightly different values Z,-od,rms N 

50 microns and B B , ~ ~ ~  5 100 prad were given. This is because at that time Av = 0.05 had been divided 
by 2 for two error sources and because the argument involving the factor n was added here. Also, the 
misalignment tolerance was estimated for this summary report. 
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where k is an integer and 1 = 0,1,2 ... (This is not equivalent to Eq. (2.9) exactly 
if m # 1 but we could not explain the reason.) The line IEI/M = 0.5 is plotted in 
Fig. 1 for the comparison with the critical resonance strength E ,  of S. Y. Lee. The 
agreement seems to be reasonable. 

For the SSC K. Yokoya concluded that the required number of snake pairs for the 
cure of betatron resonances is M 2 11.2 

He also pointed out about the acceleration rate that a slow acceleration is better 
when the betatron tune is not on a resonance Eq. (2.20) whereas a rapid acceleration 
is better just on a resonance of low order. The acceleration rate will not be very 
important for the SSC. 

The reason that R. Ruth’s conjecture M 0: [el2 does not apply is the following. The 
formula (2.3) is derived for structure resonances due to the uncorrected imperfection 
only. Actually, the orbit has to be corrected so that the formula does not apply. For 
the betatron resonances, the spin tune shift vanishes if uo = 1/2. In this case the tilt 
of the precession axis which is proportional to IEI/M is more important. 

However, although the original argument of R. Ruth is not valid, the follow- 
ing point should be mentioned. When one applies the argument to the betatron 
resonances, he is in fact considering an interference of betatron oscillation and the 
imperfection. This is because the criterion, that the spin tune u which takes into 
account the betatron oscillation, must not be an integer comes from the idea of the 
interference. 

This problem has to be pursued more. It has been studied as the beat reasonance, 
i.e., an interference between one betatron harmonic and an integer close to it, but 
it seems that what we have to consider is the interference between one big betatron 
resonance and many corrected imperfection resonances. Given the required number 
of snakes for isolated betatron resonances, the question will be whether or not we 
need more snakes because of the inteference by imperfection. 

A question to K. Yokoya’s report is whether multiple snakes help at all for the 
corrected orbit case. It was argued by S. Y. Lee that multiple snakes help if imper- 
fection resonances are weak enough to be treated as isolated resonances. K. Yokoya’s 
answer was that many snakes are not needed anyway, if so. A. W. Chao claimed that 
what matters is not the strength of resonances but the correlation of the miskicks of 
the spin. If there is no correlation, the multiple snakes do not help however small the 
strength is. It seems that K. Yokoya’s answer applies only to a harmonic which is a 
multiple of M but all harmonics are equally important if the orbit is corrected. 

2A smaller number M ?. 4 to 6 was given in the miniworkshop. It came from confusion between 
r m s  and 95% emittance. 
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L. C. Teng asked what the tolerance of roll of bends mean if the bends are twisted 
in itself due to fabrication errors. The answer was that, if so, we have to consider 
each bend as several pieces independent of each other. We should use this effective 
number of bends as NB in Eq. (2.18). 

E. D. Courant made a comment that the kicks cannot be treated as thin lenses 
when rG is so large that the number of precession in a magnet is more than one. It 
seems that this point is important for dipole magnets and is taken into account in the 
present report by the factor n in Eq. (2.18). 
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111. CONCLUSIONS 

A. W. Chao raised a question about the relation between strong spin matching and 
the theories of S. Y. Lee and K. Yokoya. It turned out that the condition of strong spin 
matching, Eq. (2.16)) is equivalent to avoid the first-order snake resonance 22 + 1 = 1 
and to the condition of the linear term cancellation found by S. Y. Lee. 

As to the number of snakes, there has been some quantitative disagreement be- 
tween S. Y. Lee and K. Yokoya during the miniworkshop. It turned out later that 
the difference came mostly from a confusion in the definition of the emittance. Now, 
they reach similar conclusions: K. Yokoya gives M 2 11 and S. Y. Lee M = 6 to 12. 
K. Yokoya’s value includes some safety factor. If one carefully chooses the betatron 
tune, a smaller value for M is possible as one sees from the graphs for le1 = 0.6 and 
0.8 in Fig. 4. It is not yet known whether eC computed by S. Y. Lee scales like M or 

above M = 15. At least, however, one can say the two conclusions agree well 
with each other in the SSC region of interest. 

Since an agreement was reached that the required number of snake pairs M is 
only about 10, the most serious problem for the SSC turns out to be the tolerances. 
K. Yokoya-derived a value around 100 microns (rms) for the misalignment of quads 
and the vertical closed-orbit distortion after correction and about 200 prad (rms) for 
the roll of bends. The tolerance for the misalignment seems to be the severest in 
practice. It comes from the fact that, even when the orbit correction is perfect, the 
orbit is not straight because it goes exactly through the centers of quads which are 
misaligned. (This helps for reducing the nonlinearity of the orbit but does not help 
for the spin motion.) However, as mentioned in the text, this is one important point 
to be reconfirmed by more studies. 

During the spin symposium at Minneapolis a recent paper by Derbenev and 
Kondratenko7 was distributed. It deals with the tolerance problem by the method 
similar to K. Yokoya’s, but the conclusion is very different numerically. They give a 
tolerance of 5 mm for the misalignment and of 10 mrad for the roll. The reason for 
the disagreement is not clear yet. It is necessary to compare the two papers more 
closely. 

Finally, we discussed about what is to be done next. So far most simulations have 
been done using very simplified models of rings or using resonance approximation. 
We need a more realistic lattice. We will try rings with 8 and 16 pairs of snakes 
with the snake types specified and with insertion and spin-matched optics. The snake 
resonances must be avoided. 
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Computer trackings have to be done using these lattices. One of the important 
problems will be the dependence on the number of snake pairs M when the orbit is 
corrected. Also, the interference .between betatron oscillation and the imperfection 
must be investigated. 

Further problems are the design of snakes and rotators, effect of the crossing angle, 
folded lattice for the terrain following, etc. 

There is still a lot to be done, but the key to the feasibilty of polarized beams in 
the SSC will be how to overcome the tolerance problem. 
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APPENDIX A. SAMPLE LATTICES FOR POLARIZED PROTON 
ACCELERATION IN THE SSC 

K. Steffen 

Deut sches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY) 

1. Introduction 

In the workshop held on September 7-8, 1988, at Berkeley on Siberian snakes 
in the SSC, the requirements for possible polarized beam acceleration in the SSC 
were discussed. It was found that the intrinsic resonances can be sufficiently 
suppressed by inserting into the ring about 10 pairs of Siberian snakes which 
invert the spin direction and provide a partial cancellation of spin distortion in 
subsequent sections of the ring independently of energy. It was suggested that 
by observing certain lattice requirements snake sections can even be designed for 
full linear cancellation (strong spin matching). 

- 

SSC lattice examples with snakes had been given earlier,[11 but neither was 

the required number of snakes sufficiently known at that time, nor had the strong 
spin matching scheme been found"] which, by devising a cancellation of spin- 
orbit coupling in subsequent snake periods, divides the ring into as many spin- 
transparent subsections as possible. Following the recommendations of the work- 
shop and applying what has meanwhile been learned, a few sample lattices for 
polarized proton acceleration in the SSC have been composed and are here pre- 
sented as a basis for further computer tracking studies. Due to the lucid modular 
structure of the present SSC lattice design, the samples could be obtained by only 
slightly rearranging the existing modules. 
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2. Lattice Requirements for Strong Spin Matching 

Let us define a snake period (SP) as a section of the ring which consists of 
two parts with equal total bending and which has a snake with precession angle 
clll between these two parts and another snake with precession angle a2 at the 
end. Then, due to the spin inversion in the first snake, the spin precession in the 
bending magnets, which is energy dependent, will cancel between the two parts, 
and the overall spin precession in the SP will be a2 - cy1 independent of energy. 

The coupling of the spin to vertical orbit oscillations is given by the integral 
times the quadrupole strength, I C ,  multi- over the betatron amplitude 

plied by the spin precession amplitude ei 

Therefore, whenever a similar subsequent SP is placed where both the betatron 
phase and the spin precession phase have advanced by a multiple of 180°, by 
an odd multiple for one and by an even multiple for the other, the integral will 
assume its negative value and cancel the first SP. 

Thus, for strong spin matching, the ring wants to be subdivided into pairs of 

SPs phased p . 180' apart, where each SP consists of two parts of equal bending 
between snakes. In the periodic arc consisting of 90°-cells, this means that each 
SP will have n cells in each of its two parts, and the betatron phase in the next 
SP will have advanced by 2 n  . 90'. To obtain cancellation, the snake precession 
angles must then be chosen to have a2 - a1 = 180' if n is even, and to have 
a2 - a1 = 0 if n is odd. In a fully compensated arc of the machine, the number of 
cells is a multiple of 4. If, for the purpose of model studies, one requires that the 
arc even remains spin-transparent with half the number of snakes, the number 
of snakes per arc must be divisible by 8. In the most periodic solution, all SPs 
have the same length, but it is, of course, possible to change the number of cells 
when going to the next pair of SPs. 
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For the SSC insertion modules, two equal SPs can be obtained on each side 
of the ring by rearranging the utility modules and the experimental modules (low 

p or medium p)  in an alternating sequence and placing snakes between them. 
The betatron phase advance in each SP will then be 6 180°, as required for 
cancellation, and the snakes must be chosen to have a2 - a1 = 180". 

This rearrangement will remove the phase advance of 90" between subsequent 
utility or experimental modules, respectively, which was designed to compensate 
chromatic effects, but spin-transparency cannot easily be had otherwise. For 
the initial operation of the SSC with unpolarized beams it is therefore suggested 
to incorporate the alternating module sequence right from the beginning, but 
initially to add a couple of quadrupoles in each utility section which increases 
the phase advance by 2 - 45' and can later be turned off when starting polarized 
beam work. One might require then a more elaborate scheme for chromaticity 
correction employing more sextupole families. 

In a ring thus composed for spin-transparency, the betatron tune would be 
integral. We therefore propose to add in one place a short singular SP comprising 
only a single 90' cell, i.e., one half cell between snakes. It raises the fractional 
betatron tune to 0.25 and makes the number of cells per half ring half-integral. 
Due to the snakes, its contribution to the spin tune will, of course, be independent 
of energy, but its effect on spin-orbit coupling cannot be canceled by another SP; 
it will only cancel its own contribution in the third revolution when the betatron 
tune has advanced by 2 - 90" and the spin tune by 2 - 180'. 

How can the betatron tune be varied by, say, f 0 . 1  without affecting spin 
transparency? I have not found a simple way to do it accurately and therefore 
propose to add, in one place, a phase trombone that consists of a pair of SPs 
which each comprise 2 cells, i.e., have only a single cell between snakes. A 
trombone of 4 cells was proposed by Courant and Gar~-en,'~] it has its quadrupoles 
connected into 4 power circuits which can be individually adjusted to change 
the betatron tune while not affecting the beta and dispersion functions outside. 
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With the nominal betatron tune of 0.25, the phase advance per cell is 90' and 
the trombone is fully spin transparent. For a tune deviation AQ # 0, there is 

a phase mismatch between the first and the second SP of the trombone, and 
the two will not fully cancel anymore. With AQ = 0.1 in the ring, i.e., 0.05 in 
each SP of the trombone, 31% of the spin-orbit coupling of one SP will remain 
uncompensated. The reason for using the trombone is to make the mismatched 
SP as short and its contribution to spin orbit coupling as small as possible. In 
the alternative scheme, where the tune deviation is evenly distributed around the 
whole ring, the uncompensated spin orbit coupling will be about n times larger 
if there are n cells between consecutive snakes. 

3. Compact Snake Designs 

For insertion into the SSC lattice, we will find that snake pairs with precession 
angles a2 - a1 = 180' as well as with a2 - a1 = 0" will be required. They all 
must be as short as possible to give minimum interference with SSC components. 
Upon inspecting the snake family of Fig. 1, it is apparent that the shortest snakes 
can be found in the lower left quadrant. I have investigated a number of them, 
assuming a field of 6.6 T and a minimum separation of 24 cm between magnet 
ends. 

The snake with the least total bending (noted 111 in Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 2; 

it is 4.84 m long and has a snake precision angle a = 145.65'. There is some 
unused space in this snake which can be removed by observing that the first and 
the last horizontal bending magnets do not affect the spin flip and can therefore 
be made weaker. The horizontal beam bump will then become unsymmetric, and 
the spin precession will be modified. The result is shown in Fig. 3; the length has 
gone down to 3.96 m, and the snake precession angle has gone up to f167.32". 
This is the shortest snake of all. 
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The closeness of a to 180’ suggests moving a little further around the circle in 
Fig. 1 and tailoring a compact, unsymmetric snake which has a = 180’ exactly. 
The result is given in Fig. 4 which shows a total length of 4.10 m, quite close to 
the optimum. Two more of the compact snakes (with a = 5135’) have been laid 
out and are given in Figs. 5 and 6.  The latter, with a length of 5.52 m, may be of 
interest for adjusting the overall spin tune of the ring. It has a built-in sequence 
of weak horizontal and vertical correcting magnets which create matched beam 
bumps and allow to vary the snake precession angle without touching the main 

excitation current which powers all snakes in series. Four of these tunable snakes 
can be employed in the phase trombone which, for AQ # 0, has a phase mismatch 
anyway. 

Finally, we shall need a snake with a = f90’ of which the symmetric version 

(noted I in Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 7, and the compact version, with a length of 
4.55 m, in Fig. 8. 

4. S S C  Sample Lattices 

The samples are based on the September 1987-90’ SSC lattice as described 
by Garren and Johnson in the “blue book,”[*] with one rather minor modification 
that will probably be adopted and simplifies the insertion of snakes: The longitu- 
dinal shift of bending magnets introduced to make room for the correction spools 
is assumed to be in the same direction with respect to the beam throughout the 
whole ring. 

The spools are 5.57 m long, and the snake lengths are between about 4 and 
4.5 m. This suggests making room for the snakes by taking out a few of the spool 
pieces. The remaining free space of 1-1.5 m can then even be used for a compact 
correction unit, e.g., a sextupole, so as to maintain the most essential corrective 
function at that point. 

The SSC lattice has 143 normal cells in each arc. In order to place in each 
arc 8 SPs with 2 - 9 cells each, the number would have to be increased to 144. 
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Since, in addition, we want 5 cells for a phase trombone plus an odd, unmatched 
90' cell, the number will go up to 146 3 cells per arc. The corresponding sample 
lattice @ is shown in Fig. 9. The utility and experimental insertion modules 

are unchanged but lined up in an alternating sequence such as to obtain two 
identical periods with a betatron phase advance of 6.360' between them. Then, 
inserting a snake pair in each period, it must have snake precessions a1,2 with 

cy2 - a1 = 180'. Since a compact snake with a = 0' is not available, we propose 
snake pairs with a1,z = f90'. 

Each of the insertion modules in the SSC design incorporates 'a full normal 

cell at one end and half a normal cell at the other. This allows rotation of the 
points of snake insertion by a full cell in one direction and by a half cell in the 
other without distorting the regular pattern, and this flexibility makes it possible 
to make room for the phase trombone (4 cells) in one arc and for the odd 90O-cell 
in the other. Figure 9 also shows a blowup of the ends of the insertions and 
indicates the place where the snake is to be inserted. The a = 90' snakes (m or 

a) have alternating polarity in the excitation of the horizontal bends and thus in 
a such that, in the alternating sum for the spin precession, the precession phase 
steps up by +90° in each snake. 

In the arcs, where the odd number of n = 9 cells between snakes requires 

a2 - a1 = 0, any type of snake could be used no matter what its snake precession 
angle a. One could, for example, choose the shortest snake with a length of 

3.96 m as shown in Fig. 3. Since, however, the compact snake with a = 180' 

and a length of 4.10 m (Fig. 4) is only insignificantly longer, I prefer it for the 
following reason: 

In the SP composed of regular cells, whenever the snake at the center has 

a1 = 180' or a1 = O', there is an additional partial compensation of spin orbit 
coupling due to the reflective symmetry of the lattice. Then, referred to the 
center, the focusing k ( s )  is an even function, the spin precession amplitude (for 
a1 = 180') is an odd function, and for that particular betatron phase where 
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XBL 8810.8911 

Fig. 9. @ Regular arc subdivided into 16 snake periods with 2.9 cells each, + phase f rom-  
bone (4 cells), + one 90" cell. 146; cells per  UTC. (2 cells = ICL = .+,). 18 
snake pairs with a = f180" (0 or 0). 5 snake pairs with (Y = &90° (1+1 or a). 
Betatron tune - 73.25 (arcs) + 24 (SS modules) = 97.25 f 0.2. Spin tune 0.5. 
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the vertical oscillation amplitude is an even function, the coupling integral will 
vanish, while for the orthogonal betatron phase with odd amplitude the equal 
contributions of the first and second half SP will add up and will be canceled only 
by the next SP. I believe it is an advantage to have the contributions of at least 
two of the 4 coupling integrals already canceled within a single SP, as it makes for 
a “stronger” spin matching. In practice, unfortunately, this argument does not 
hold exactly since the snake cannot be placed at the center of the quadrupole, 
but only next to it, and this distorts the symmetry, but if the number of cells is 
not too small, it will still hold approximately. 

In the phase trombone, I have also used 180°-snakes in the sample lattice 
@ of Fig. 9. Alternatively, one may want to use snakes of the type shown in 
Fig. 6, where the built-in correction magnets permit an easy variation of the 
overall spin tune of the ring. (This also holds for the lattice @.) As another 
alternative for controlling the overall spin tune, the snake pair in the odd (and 
anyway unmatched) 90°-cell may be put on two separate power supplies. 

In the lattice @ of Fig. 10, every other snake has been left out, and the 
SPs in the arcs are made twice as long, with n = 18 cells between snakes. The 
betatron phase advance is now 2 180” per SP, and the snake pair must therefore 
have a2 - a1 = 180”. In this sample ring, f90°-snakes are used throughout. 

Figure 11 shows a lattice @ where the number of cells per arc is reduced to 
144 3 (for being closer to the original 143) by having in two of the SPs only 8 cells 
instead of 9 between snakes. Then, the betatron phase advance between these 
SPs is 2 360°, and f90°-snakes are employed in them. The lattice @ (Fig. 12) 

is derived from a by again reducing the number of snakes in the arc to one 
half. 

0 
The lattice @ of Fig. 13 again has 144 3 cells in each arc, but the phase 

trombone is left out and all SPs in the arc comprise 2 9 cells. An adjustment 
of betatron tune must then be distributed over the whole arcs, leading to an 
uncompensated spin orbit coupling that is about 10 times larger than in the 
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Fig. 10. @ Economy version of 8. Regular arc subdivided into 8 snake periods with 
2.18 cells each, + phase trombone (4 cells), + one 90' cell. 146; cells per arc. ( 2  
cells = IrL = :+. ). 15 snake' pairs with a = f90' (1+1 or a). Betatron tune 
N 73.25 (arcs) + 24 (SS modules) = 97.25 f 0.2. Spin tune 0.5. 
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Fig. 11. @ Regular arc subdivided into 16 snake periods with 2.9 cells each (14) or 2 8 
cells each (2), respectively, + phase trombone (4 cells), + one 90" cell. 144; cells per  
UTC. (2 cells = ICL = lTfL). 18 snake pairs with a = f180" (0 or 0). 5 snake 
pairs with a = f90" (u or a). Betatron tune - 72.25 (arcs) + 24 (SS modules) = 
96.25 f 0.2. Spin tune 0.5. 
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Fig. 12. @ Economy version of 8. Regular axc subdivided into 8 snake  periods with 
2.18 cells each (6) or 2 - 17 cells each (2), respectively, + phuse t rombone  (4 cells), + 
one 90' cell. 144$ cells per  arc. ( 2  cells = U tfL). 15 snake pairs with 
a = f90' (@orB). Betatron tune N 72.25 (arcs) + 24 (SS modules) = 96.25 f 0.2. 
Spin tune 0.5. 

= 
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XBL 88'08982 

Fig. 13. @ Scheme without phase trombone. Regular arc subdivided into 16 snake periods 
= .+L ). 

0). 5 snake pairs with cr = f90" (sora). 
with 2 .9  cells each, + one 90' cell. 1444 cells per  arc. (2 cells = IJ- 
16 snake pairs with cr = f180" (0 or 
Betatron tune x 72.25 (arcs) + 24 (SS modules) = 96.25. Spin tune 0.5. 
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lattices @ and 0, as explained before. Figure 14 shows the corresponding 
lattice 3b with a reduced number of snakes. 

5. Summary of the Recommendations for the SSC Lattice 

Assuming that the option for polarized beams in the SSC will hold sufficient 
interest, and that further studies, particularly by tracking, will confirm that the 
sample lattices are effective in preserving polarization, and assuming further that 
e.g., the lattice @ will be chosen as the favorite configuration, the following 
initial adaptations of the SSC lattice are recommended: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Increase the number of arc cells from 143 to 1469. 

Invert the focusing polarity throughout the four S.S. modules on the "far" 
side of the ring. 

Arrange utility and experimental modules in an interleaved sequence. 

In order to maintain, in initial operation, the 9O0-cancellation of chromatic 
effects, incorporate an added 90' betatron phase advance into each util- 
ity module by adding a pair of quadrupoles at the ends of the dispersion 
suppressors. 

- 

At the time of starting polarized beam W O T ~ ,  the following further modifica- 

tions are recommended: 

1. Take out the additional 90' betatron phase advance that was introduced 
into the utility modules, and increase correspondingly the number of sex- 
tupole families for chromatic correction. 

2. Install 4 independent power circuits for the quadrupoles in the phase trom- 
bone. 

3. For the 23 snake pairs, take out 46 correction spools (out of 674) and 
replace each by a snake plus a compact substitute spool, if required. For 
each family of snakes (a = 180" and a = go', respectively) it will be 
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Fig. 14. @ Economy version of @, without phase trombone. Regular arc subdivided 
144; cells per arc. 

+). 13 snake pairs with cy = f90’ (1+1 or m). Beta- 
into 8 snake p e ~ i o d s  with 2 - 18 cells each, + one 90’ cell. 
(2 cells = U = 
tron tune x 72.25 (arcs) + 24 (SS modules) x 96.25. Spin tune 0.5. 

- 
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desirable to have two independent power circuits, one for all horizontal and 
one for all vertical magnets in each family. In principle, they could be 
reduced to a single power circuit, if all magnets in the snakes could be built 
at their exact magnetic lengths. In addition, for spin tune control, one may 
want to have 4 snakes with built-in correction magnets in the trombone or, 
alternatively, a pair of independently powered snakes in the odd 90°-cell. 

6. Choice of Working Energy 

For taking advantage, after acceleration, of an additional energy-dependent 
strong spin matching within each half cell, the working energy must be accord- 
ingly chosen. With a betatron phase advance of 90' per cell, a string of 4 cells 
will be spin-transparent whenever the spin tune YO per cell is a multiple of g, and 
a string of 8 cells will, in addition, be spin-transparent for vo = f f i, p integer. 
Since, in our sample lattices, we have in most cases 9 cells in each string between 
snakes, the spin orbit coupling will, at these yo-values, be reduced by a factor f 
already in each half SP, and the cancellation over two SPs will only have to take 
care of the rest. The particular energies at which this occurs are given 

or 
p integer, E [GeV] A 5 

1 vo = 
$ f 8  0.52335 27r 

where A = 0.01967595 rad is the bending angle per cell, or 

1 
4 

Eparticular = 83.5615. ( p  f 0, -) GeV , p integer. 

The particular energies are thus spaced at intervals of 21 GeV or 42 GeV, respec- 
tively. 
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7. Effect of Crossing Angle 

If the vertical bends which generate the crossing angle are not interleaved 
with horizontal bends, the spin orientation at the IP will be given by the crossing 
angle. At an energy of 20 TeV, the spin will be rotated by 90' and point in the 
forward (backward) direction at a crossing angle of 2 - 41.1 prad, which agrees 
well with the angle required for beam separation. To obtain a longitudinal spin 
at lower working energies, a larger crossing angle is required. 

8. Conclusion 

Due to its modular structure, the SSC lattice can, with only slight initial 
rearrangements, be made into a regular, strongly spin matched structure with 
15-23 snake pairs. The snakes are short and can, at the time when they are 
needed, replace a few of the correction spools. Computer tracking studies are 

now needed to investigate the sample lattices and verify that they indeed are 

suited for polarized beam acceleration. 
~ 
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